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Why is the guidance needed? 

Major industries and critical national infrastructure are increasingly reliant on modern Industrial Control 

Systems (ICS) for their core operations. Modern control systems are constructed from commercial off 

the shelf technologies similar to those used in the IT domain. While this reduces the time and cost of 

system development and ongoing maintenance, the use of this technology has introduced everyday IT 

security risks in to the ICS domain.   

The fundamental difference between a security incident in the IT domain and the ICS domain lies in 

the potential impact. The impact of an ICS incident can be far greater, causing not only disruption to 

business operations and services but also potential damage and destruction of equipment, and injury 

to people. These systems are critical and therefore are required to be trustworthy and resilient not just 

operationally but from a security perspective too.  

In the past, ICS security was mostly seen as an afterthought and this has led to many of the issues we 

face today. Although some of these could be resolved by applying standard IT solutions, many remain 

unresolved due to the particular constraints of ICS. Only by recognising these constraints and 

implementing industry good practice developed through practical experience can security be 

improved.  

What’s changed in ICS security? 

Convergence 

Businesses have changed the way they operate and are now demanding more from ICS to deliver 

operational improvements through convergence with the IT domain. As a result, these once separate 

domains are becoming increasingly connected so they can take advantage of new technologies and 

live operational data. At the same time, businesses are increasingly reliant on vendors and service 

providers, leading to a more integrated value chain that requires third party access to an 

organisation’s ICS networks and associated systems. This connectivity is enabling initiatives such as 

Smart Grid, Digital Oilfield, and smart asset management in the water industry however the security 

challenges this integration brings need to be considered and managed throughout the lifecycle of an 

ICS. 

Increase in threat 

The threat environment that ICS operate in today has changed significantly in a relatively short space 

of time. Prior to 2010, ICS security was not on the agenda of most businesses but that changed later 
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that year with the discovery of Stuxnet
1
 that specifically targeted ICS. Stuxnet highlighted to the world 

how vulnerable ICS were and what the impact could be, however it was not till the discovery of Havex
2
 

and BlackEnergy
3
 in 2014 that it became clear that businesses of all sizes were potential targets. 

Building on experience 

Over the past few years, many lessons have been learnt in dealing with the security of ICS that can be 

drawn on by all to drive improvements. In the past too much reliance was placed on technical controls 

which, although they have advanced in response to an ever evolving threat environment, still only 

represent one of the areas that need addressing. However, more recently there has been a gradual 

but positive shift in how companies approach security as they take a more holistic view encompassing 

technology, procedures and people.  

Organisations also need to ensure they have access to people with the right level of awareness and 

skills so that people become their greatest security asset, as those without those skills may be the 

weakest link. All this means that managing ICS security should reflect a wider perspective that looks 

beyond technical controls where security is managed as part of the lifecycle of the ICS.  

The SICS Framework 

This framework is primarily intended for those who are directly responsible for securing ICS, whether 

they are looking to establish a new programme or complement one that already exists. It can assist 

ICS professionals in improving their knowledge of security and can provide insight into the ICS 

environment to IT professionals. Further to this, the guidance can inform the organisation’s leadership 

about the rationale for establishing an ICS security capability and the potential activities involved in 

securing assets. 

The framework is also useful as a point of reference for the wider group of ICS stakeholders who do 

not have direct responsibility for security but have a vested interest in it or who could have an impact 

on ICS security. This can include procurement staff (who can manage security requirements in 

contracts) and project managers (to help them understand the need to address security early in the 

design process). It can also be used by Lead Government Departments (LGDs) who have a 

responsibility for understanding how to measure the trustworthiness of ICS that underpin or directly 

provide critical services. 

What is the SICS Framework? 

The Security for Industrial Control Systems (SICS) Framework builds on the previous guidance which 

has been used by organisations worldwide. While not a standard, the framework incorporates the 

latest industry good practice and experience from the fields of ICS and IT security to address ICS 

security. 

The framework consists of: 

 An Executive Summary 

 A Framework Overview containing the objectives, good practice principles and guidance required 

for an ICS security programme 

 Eight core elements covering the governance and strategy, and the key activities to achieve the 

ICS security programme. 

                                                      

1
 https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/advisories/ICSA-10-272-01 

2
 https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/advisories/ICSA-14-178-01 

3
 https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/alerts/ICS-ALERT-14-281-01B 

https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/advisories/ICSA-10-272-01
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/advisories/ICSA-14-178-01
https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/alerts/ICS-ALERT-14-281-01B
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Core elements

Supporting elements

Governance and strategy

Key activities

Select and 

implement security 

improvements

Manage 

vulnerabilities

Manage third party 

risks
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response 

capabilities

Manage the 

business risk

Establish ongoing

governance

Improve

awareness and 

skills

Manage Industrial 

Control Systems 

lifecycle

• Assess business risk

• Establish ongoing risk 

management
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and supporting 
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• Develop and 

implement the security 

strategy

• Monitor the risks and 

ensure compliance

• Maintain and improve 

security

• Increase ongoing 

awareness

• Establish training 
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relationship

• Review risks and 
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• Define target state
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reduction plan

• Implement security 
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• Monitor vulnerabilities 

and threat activity

• Analyse impacts and 

review response options

• Test and implement 

selected response

• Identify third parties
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vendors

• Manage risk from 
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• Manage risks in 

the value chain

• Form an ICS Security 

Response Team
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response with other 

business response 

plans

• Test and rehearse 
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• Monitor and respond 

to security alerts and 

incidents

• Ensure security 

requirement included 

in procurement 

• Ensure ICS are secure 

by design

• Manage security through 

ICS construction

• Manage operational 

security

• Manage security risks 

during decommissioning 

& disposal
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How do I use it? 

The framework and its supporting elements are intended to be a point of reference for an organisation 

to begin to develop and tailor ICS security that is appropriate to its needs.  

This framework can be used in a number of ways: 

1. The Framework Overview can be used by all to understand the entirety of the framework and the 

reasoning behind each of the core elements. It can also be used as a tool to communicate the 

importance of ICS security and how it can be achieved. 

2. The entire SICS Framework can be used to structure a complete ICS security programme or 

individual elements can be used to tailor an existing programme. 

3. Those requiring more detail on how to implement certain core elements as part of an existing ICS 

security programme can reference the individual guides. 

The benefits 

Through using the SICS Framework, an organisation can reap the benefits of having more secure and 

resilient systems operationally, and in their enhanced ability to deal with a cyber attack. Better security 

can also enable businesses to prosper by allowing them to exploit new technologies securely. Without 

appropriate security, organisations face being left behind or exposing themselves to unnecessary and 

sometimes avoidable risk. Only by understanding and mitigating these risks can an organisation take 

full advantage of advances in technology and new ways of working. While security cannot prevent all 

risks materialising, it can help to reduce the likelihood and potential impact allowing organisations to 

recover faster and return to business as usual.  

Through implementing the SICS Framework, businesses can ensure that the 
right technologies and processes are in place. This can support a suitably 
informed and trained workforce and maintain the security of ICS throughout 
the life of the system and of future systems. Finally it can help to ensure that 
the evolving risks associated with ICS are monitored and managed through 
supporting organisations in a consistent and appropriate manner. 
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